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Introduction
Taking its cue from some of the popular "Idol" reality TV shows out there, Desperate Popstars
showcases some real cuties trying to break through with a music career. It's the old 'casting couch'
routine with a more modern twist when instead of getting a recording deal, these chicks get plugged in
every hole possible... all with the promise that sucking and fucking will help make them the next big
singing sensation.

Adult Review
Each video follows Tony Frickin and his friend Lauro as they audition and eventually fuck, throat-poke and ass-plunge these
Desperate Popstars. 
  
  On the downside, most of the girls do not speak much English which can be a distraction to perverts actually following
trying to follow the plot. The majority, except for a couple of 'girl next door' types are pretty pleasing to the eyes, so if the
lack of English bothers you, turn the volume down and focus on their bodies instead! Most of these singer wannabees become
better cocksucking pornstars than hot new popstars anyhow.
  
  The 34 videos Desperate Popstars offers are all well-shot with good story lines, decent acting, nice angles and the attention
to detail is great. The set is actually a real recording studio!  The Tongue did find most of the story lines to be pretty damned
entertaining and even the attempts the sexy popstar hopefuls make are a can't stop watching train-wreck.
  
  You can download each 15 minute video or watch it in clips which is great if you want to skip the story line, and screeching
attempts at singing (yes, these chicks really do audition!) 
  
  Get straight to the banging action and you find that when viewing the clips in your browser, you can click on the next button
to view them in order which saves you from clicking back to the Home page and trying to remember which clip you just
watched. It's a nice example of attention to detail in the interface design.
  
  Navigating around this site is easy. The Home page features a thumbnail pic of each girl with two separate links under for
viewing either the videos or the pics. Each video has a picture gallery to go with it and you can expect to see anywhere from
150 to over 200 pics per set. The images are clear and on average 1500 x 1000.
  
  If all of that isn't enough for you, Desperate Popstars throws in a few additional items such as a Bonus Movie Zone and
several live cam chat rooms as well. You won't see Simon, Paula and Randy on the site any time soon... but the scenes
capture a lot of the same flavor and feature much more fucking than anything you'd ever see on a television network!

Porn Summary
If reality TV shows and reality porn sites are what you live for, you might want to think seriously about adding Desperate
Popstars to your list. If you get the limited trial chances are you are going to want the full membership, so do yourself a favor
and go straight for the full deal from the start... there's at least one full month of enjoyment in these porn archives.

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'These rockstar wannabees become cockstar suckers in every scene!'
Quality: 86  Updates: 74 Exclusive: 88 Interface: 82
Support: 81 Unique: 87    Taste: 82        Final: 82

Porn Sites Included
Ultimate Anal Movies (82) ,Lesbians Elite (81) 
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Porn Niches
Euro, Exclusive, Hardcore, Natural, Oral, Reality, Straight, Teen

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $36.50 Preview: 3 Days for $2.91 Billing Options: Credit Card, Online

Payment, Pay By Phone
Video & Picture: Daily Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Over 1,000 Videos: 34
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